
      PLASTIC LENS POLISH
MAINTENANCE PROCEDURE
                       AND
TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE

Maintenance

1. Check and change filter at the beginning of each shift and at four hour
intervals.

2. Chill and maintain polish temperature to 55 - 60 degrees, if using alloy, and to
60 - 65 degrees if using wax. Check polish temperature every four hours.

3. Check Baume at the start of each shift and at four hour intervals. Minimum
acceptable Baume level is 20 degrees.

4. Check slurry level in tanks at the start of each shift and at four hour intervals.
Proper tank level is three inches below rim of slurry tank when system is in
full operation.

Processing Tips

1. When turning on slurry/chilling system prior to polishing, it is recommended
to   let the system run for a minimum of 30 minutes to insure proper polish
suspension and operating temperature.  It is also recommended that you open
the bypass valve on the slurry manifold during this process, then return it to
it's original position prior to polisher operation.

2. If unsure of complete suspension, check Baume against manufacturer
specification or examine bottom of slurry tank for alumina residue.

3. Make sure polish is in complete suspension before adding it to slurry tank. A
10 to 15 minute cycle with an approved mixing apparatus is recommended.

4. When adding polish to existing slurry, wait at minimum of 5 minutes before
checking Baume.

5. When checking Baume, make sure sample is free of foam.

6. Baume and temperature readings should be made at the point of polish in the
polisher, not the slurry tank.



7. When changing out polish, clean out slurry tank, filter, filter housing and
polish lines by flushing and rinsing thoroughly with hot water.

8. If it is necessary to raise polish Baume, drain 2 - 3 gallons from system and
refill tanks to proper level with new polish. Make sure new polish is properly
suspended. Do not pour off liquid from new polish and add only alumina.

9. Take all efforts to avoid introducing water into slurry, especially when
cleaning equipment.

10. Polisher nozzles should be adjusted to allow for for maximum flow directed at
edge of pad and lens.

Trouble Shooting Guide

Problem   Cause Solution

Low Baume   Slurry Age Drain out 4 gallons and add new polish

  Filter Clogging Clean Filter and add new polish
Check filter more often

  Poor Suspension Thoroughly mix new polish before adding
Run slurry system 30 minutes prior to polishing

  Water Introduction Close all valves to slurry tank when cleaning

Clogging Filter   Poor Suspension Mix new polish thoroughly before adding to tank

  Excessive Pad Nap Check and clean filters more often

Foaming   Polish Level Low Add polish to correct level

  Polish Contamination Clean system thoroughly and recharge

  Filtered out defoamer Drain 3 gallons from tank and add new polish
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